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Great game with beautiful art and characters.. Cheap version of Super Meat Boy. The controls are very similar but the levels is
quite easier than Super Meat Boy. It consists of 3 area (20 level and 1 boss). It's kinda short if you have some experience at
other platformer games. (2 hour-ish to finish the game, maybe you can beat this game faster than mine) I must say it's not that
bad actually, if you see this game on discount, go ahead and try this game for yourself.. Better than meatboy.. Perhaps what
surprised me the most about iZBOT is how well it works . The gameplay itself is as smooth as could be, with little to no
performance issues once I was in-game. It should be noted that I did have to switch computers, as it would not even open on
one, but I'm not sure how much fault for that can be placed on the game itself. It was an entertaining and at times challenging
use of a few hours. If there is anything I really do need to criticize this game for, it's level design. The levels at many points felt
like disjointed ideas placed together to form one strange path. There didn't seem to be any real flow to the game; it bounced
from point to point, never really settling on a theme or pattern. The last ten levels seemed to spike in difficulty, especially if
you're going for a 100% run, which did lead to some frustrating moments that I felt were unfair. I bought iZBOT using a 90%
off coupon given by Steam, and at that price, I found it an enjoyable game. I don't know that I would personally pay $10 for it,
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but $10 for me migth not be $10 for you. The game really does play remarkably well, and I'd love to see this expanded into a
bigger game, perhaps with some user-generated content. For that reason, with the note about a lower price point, I'd say go for
it.. Poor quality platformer. Very short, if your good you could finish it fast enough to get a refund. You could feel the level
design getting better as the game went on as if the author made all the levels in a row and then never went back. Most of the
levels feel like they werent designed for running either, because if you were running you could jump over a lot of pointless
obstacles. Theres this annoying robot guy that appears in a dialog box to say the same 5-10 stupid catch phrases on every level.
Wall jumping sometimes feels bad because you have to jump before pressing away,. This feels weird because a lot of games
actually allow you to stick to the wall more so your jump doesnt get messed up in this way. The final boss is really annoying
because you have like a 90% chance for him to charge in to you and kill you the second you reach him at the end of the 15
second hallway before him.. Honestly I thought this game looked pretty good, like some super meat boy game that might be fun.
Unfortunately what I got instead was the kind of frustrating that isn't fun. Normally I like games that are very hard that I suck at
(I wanna be the guy fangames), but this just made me sigh in mild frustration at every turn. Its controls are reminiscent of Super
Meat Boy, sure, but the thing it that it goes too far in both directions. You have 2 modes of horizontal transportation. A snails
pace that cannot get you over the tiniest jump, and something that is too hard for any perosn to logically control. Its level design
is. well. it seems like the game encourages you to go fast. There's a timer, and the only other speed is unbearably slow, so go fast
right? Well then why do they design the levels to punish going fast? I can't see what's in front of me until it's too late. And then
the vertical sections, they make you use wall jump which makes you go way too far out and can't be controlled to try to avoid
some pixel perfect traps. Okay, not pixel perfect, but they feel like pixel perfect traps in IWBTG fangames do, where I die to
them for no particular reason, except it's not satisfying to get past them because I just felt annoyed when I didn't originally. Am
I the only one who thinks that the hitboxes were awful? I could be directly on top of something and die to it. The triceretops
boss and the slime boss I would die when I jump on them and I can't tell why. I would often die to something I never touched, so
I just don't understand what happened there. The boss design was just bad. When the triceretops charges to one side then back
to the other, his placing isn't even consistent. Did they not even take the time to make it so that he ends up the same place he
starts? And if not why not> The music. Did it have one track or are they all just that similar and forgettable? I stopped playing
at leel 3-52 (which should be called 3-12, but they didn't reset the level numbers each world) because it just got boring. I died to
things that I know I shouldn't have, and got sent back to the start of the level. I then died again. Those last two sentences are
usually in games I find the most fun, but this game the dying was just lame. It means that I was basically speedrunning the level
(the only thing close to fun, which is unfortunately discouraged by most levels' design) and then died to something before I
could react. I bought this game on sale for $1.99 and I don't feel like it was worth that. So I do not recommend this game, as
$9.99 is then 5 times *less* worth it.. ok that was actually pretty cool This quote by the main bad guy or whatever sums it up.
This game is really fun to control, challenging, yet not making you want to quit. I reccommend never letting go of shift, and
always getting the HardToGetiums or whatever.. Damn it. There are many persistence platformers on Steam these days, and so
few of them have the golden ingredients: responsive controls, a good difficulty curve and an interesting setting and/or mechanic.
Sadly, this game only has the one, and falls flat on many other respects. I thought iZBOT was nailed on for being labeled an
underrated gem when I first started, and that is almost entirely down to the controls and movement. This game is a dream to play
in the mechanical sense. Your robot responds to everything you do, the momentum is satisfying and the jumping arcs make
perfect sense. You have total control over your pixelated pipsqueak, and it feels bloody fantastic for the first few levels. One of
the only games to attempt to reach for Meat Boy standards, and I sincerely applaud the devs for taking as much time as they
evidently did on the tight controls. Unfortunately, that's when the realisation sinks in - the controls are pretty much all this game
really has going for it. It isn't that iZBOT is poor so much as it's lacklustre and uninspired. The environment and level-design are
recycled and lazy respectively, with plenty of open space but no reason to explore it. There are collectibles 'hidden' in plain
sight, where the only trial is executing the sole method of reaching them. Combining a wall-jump with a double-jump should be
a goldmine for interesting levels and puzzle sections, but no such luck here. The difficulty doesn't scale especially well, with two
major difficulty spikes that are quite out of kilter with much of the game, but overall it's far from impossible to beat. Another
nitpick is the brevity. Sixty levels, three environments, three bosses, and that's all she wrote. Nothing wrong with that.provided
the game hooks its claws into you and drags your dopamine-addled brain back for more fun. Games like Spelunky, INK and
others do this despite being as difficult as iZBOT, but I had little desire to go back and speedrun this game, or compete on the
leaderboards. I started, but ultimately I just didn't want to - given my obsession with leaderboards, that tells a story. Devs, please
take the exceptional movement mechanics that you've slaved over and create a proper setting around them - I would take your
money in a hearbeat. As it is, I reluctantly can't recommend iZBOT. Too many good games out there that are less bland and
insipid.. Fun Repetitive music is great when not dying Cheaper than a condom 11/10 Would kill izbot again. Pretty short, but
enjoyable. I picked it up for $2 during a sale so I am not complaining about its length. I managed to beat the game and get all
achievements in one 3 hour sitting. It was an enjoyable 3 hours. Also, it was a frustrating 3 hours. The game can be brutal
sometimes and it's f*cked up for that. Overall though, if you like tough platformers, it's definitely worth a few bucks.
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